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Abstract
The major aim of this work deals with the study about evolutionary algorithms and their
applications in real-world scenario. Several categories of evolutionary algorithms such as
genetic algorithms, genetic programming, differential evolution and evolution strategies are
reviewed. The pseudo-code form of each of these techniques is also analysed. The pseudocode form can be converted into any programming language for easy implementation. The
working principles of these algorithms are summarized.
Keywords: Genetic algorithm – Genetic programming – Differential evolution – Evolution
strategy
1. Introduction
Genetics and natural selection have influenced evolutionary algorithms, which are
randomised search processes. Several data mining applications use evolutionary algorithms
as optimization algorithms. Evolutionary algorithms operate on a population of individuals
which present potential solutions for chromosomal problems. Every individual can be just
a series of zeros and ones or as complicated as a computer program. Individuals in the initial
population can be produced randomly, or they might be seeded with knowledge of previously
solved problems. The algorithm assesses individuals based on how well they address the
current problem using an objective function that is distinct for every problem and should be
provided by the user. Better performing individuals are chosen to be the parents for the next
generation. Evolutionary algorithms generate new individuals by employing simple
randomised operators, which are analogous to reproductive mechanism and mutation in
living organisms [1]. All new solutions are assessed, and the process of selection and
generation of new individuals is continued till a good solution is identified or a predefined
time period has passed. Of late, in the research area of soft computing optimization
techniques are playing a big part. Figure 1 presents different evolutionary approaches that
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focus on optimization techniques. The entire set of optimization algorithms using evolution
processes are defined as evolutionary computational algorithms. In this field, these are the
main algorithms: genetic algorithm [2], genetic programming [3], differential evolution [4],
evolution strategy [5], and evolutionary programming [6]. There are different variations in
each of these algorithms and they are used in various industrial applications. The study is
arranged as follows: In section 2, the important evolutionary algorithms such as genetic
algorithm, genetic programming, differential evolution and evolution strategies are discussed
in brief and in section 3, different evolution algorithms and their description are reviewed.

Figure 2: General working process of Evolutionary algorithms
`
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In between upper and lower bounds, an initial random population is formed. Afterwards, at
random, choose three more vectors out of each parameter vector. And to the third vector, add
the weighted difference of two of the vectors. The target vector and the donor vector are
combined to create a trial vector. The target and trial vectors are compared, and, one that
has the lowest function value is chosen to go to the next generation. Check to see if the
termination criteria has been met. If yes, the best solution is found. If not, mutation is used to
create a next generation of the population.

2. Description of Evolutionary Algorithms
2.1 Genetic Algorithms
In genetic algorithms, we begin with a group of individuals termed as a population. Each
individual has a set of attributes called genes. All these genes are grouped together to form a
chromosome. Each chromosome is actually an expected solution to the problem [10]. To
solve the problem, we determine an objective function. We check whether an individual fits
in to the objective function or not. This also shows the capacity of an individual to compete
with other individuals. This function is called as the fitness function and it actually evaluates
an individual based on a fitness value or score. There are three operations in genetic
algorithms: Selection, where the fittest individuals are selected and their genes are sent to the
new generation. Crossover, where individual groups are swapped among two individuals to
crossover in order to produce a superior offspring. Mutation that is used to retain genetic
diversity from one generation of a population to the next and prevent premature convergence.
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2.2 Genetic Programming
Genetic programming [3] is an evolutionary process that encompasses genetic algorithms to
perform the study of a vast complex computerized processes. As the solution searched is a
program, all the possible solutions are programmed as trees instead of linear chromosomes
(of bits or numbers) as is uses in genetic algorithms.
2.3 Differential evolution algorithm
In the search space, the differential evolution method generates random initial population. By
adding the vector difference between two randomly recognised individuals to a third
individual in the population, it creates new individuals. If the new individual's fitness
function has a higher value than the previous one, it will take the place of the old one [8]. The
CRV parameter reflects the crossover value, whereas parameter F scales the values added to
the specific choice variables (mutation) [9]. The general method of differential evolution is
presented. Within search space, the differential evolution method generates an initial
population at random. By summing the vector difference of two randomly selected
individuals and a third individual within the population, it creates new individuals. If the
fitness function of the new individual has a higher value, it will take the place of the old one
[23]. The F parameter adjusts the values supplied to the specific decision variables (called
mutation), while the CRV parameter specifies the crossover value [24].
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2.4 Evolution strategies
In evolutionary strategy, population is temporarily constructed. The size of this population is
different from the original parental population. The assumed parameters are taken to be λ and
µ. Here, importance is not given to fitness value. The individuals in the temporary population
complete out crossover and mutation. Evolution strategy algorithms work on floating point
vectors, whereas the genetic algorithms work on binary vectors. We shall discuss the
algorithm for ES(µ + λ), where µ are random individuals created in the initial population and
λ individuals are generated by reproduction from the original population [8].
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2.5 Evolutionary programming
The evolutionary programming was introduced as an approach for numerical optimization.
Evolutionary programming differs from evolutionary strategy in that it creates a new
population of individuals by mutating every individual from parent population. In ES(µ + λ),
on the other hand, all the individuals get an equal chance of being chosen for the temporary
population upon which genetic operations are performed. The newly generated
population and parent populations have equal size in evolutionary programming, i.e., µ = λ).
Evolutionary programming was proposed as a numerical optimization technique. The
difference between evolutionary strategy and evolutionary programming is that, in
evolutionary programming, through mutating each individual from the parent population, the
new population of individuals is created. Whereas in ES(µ + λ), all individuals have equal
probability of being selected to the temporary population on which the genetic operations are
carried out. In evolutionary programming, both the newly created and the parent populations
are of the same size, i.e., µ = λ). Finally, a ranking selection mechanism is applied to develop
a new generation of population, with individuals from parent as well as mutant populations
being employed.
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3. Comparisons of different evolution algorithms
The significant Evolutionary Strategy parameters are shown in Table 1. These parameters are
used to create an algorithm design.
3.1 Table 1: Evolutionary Strategy parameters
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3.2 Table 2: Different evolution algorithms researched and their descriptions
Algorithm,
Author
references
Genetic Algorithm
Fluid genetic Jafarialgorithm
Marandi
[12]
et al.
Block-based
Tseng et
genetic
al.
algorithm
[13]
Tribe
Ma et al.
competitionbased genetic
algorithm
[14]
Genetic Programming
Statistical
Haeri et
genetic
al.
programming
[15]
MultiLa Cava
dimensional
et al.
genetic
programming
[16]
Surrogate
Kattan et
genetic
al.
programming
[17]
Differential Evolution
Stochastic
Sala et.
Quasial.
Gradientdifferential
evolution [18]
OppositionDraa et.
based
al.
Compound
Sinusoidal
differential
evolution [19]
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Brief description

Year

A modified form of genetic algorithm that is fluid 2017
genetic algorithm was introduced
An
approach
to
generate
feasible 2018
Assembly/Disassembly Sequence Planning (ASP/DSP)
using genetic algorithm
Individual populations are grouped into several tribes

2017

Uses statistical data to produce some well-structured 2017
subtrees which are then used to create the initial
population
Analyses a novel program representation with genetic 2018
programming
for representing multidimensional
features

Employs meta-models to generate one of the two
populations after dividing the population into two
segments

2015

Introduces a hybrid variant of differential evolution that 2017
combines Stochastic Quasi-Gradient methods with in
differential evolution

To adjust the scaling factor and crossover rate values, a 2019
compound sinusoidal formula was used.
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Colonial
Ghasemi
competitive
et al.
differential
evolution [20]

The Differential evolution algorithm depends upon
socio-political evolution for the economic load dispatch
problem

2016

MemoryParouha
based
et al.
differential
evolution [21]

The algorithm employs swarm mutation as well
as swarm crossover to get unbounded optimization

2016

Evolution Strategy
Covariant
Ahrari
Multiple subpopulations concurrently find the search
matrix selfet. al.
space
adaptation
evolution
strategy with
repelling
subpopulation
s [22]
Matrix
Beyer et. The covariance update and square root functions on the
adaptation
al.
covariance matrix are not required
evolution
strategy [23]
Weighted
Akimoto With general convex quadratic functions, weighted
recombination et. al.
recombination is used to investigate evolution
evolution
techniques
strategy [24]
Evolutionary Programming
Fast
Basu
Fast convergence evolutionary programming was
convergence
created to speed up convergence and enhance solution
evolutionary
quality
programming
[25]
Immune log- Mansor
Proposed to overcome the issue of economic dispatch
normal
et. al.
with forbidden operation zones
evolutionary
programming
[26]
Automated
Hong et. Generates mutation operators for the evolutionary
generation of al.
programming system using genetic programming
mutation
operators for
evolutionary
programming
[27]
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3.3 Evolutionary algorithms: problems and challenges
Genetic algorithms are computer programs that replicate natural development, and are
becoming more widely used in a variety of fields. They are used to deal with challenges
ranging from neural network architecture search to strategic games, as well as to explain
adaptation and learning processes. Competence on the benefits and limitations of this
approach is widely discussed in literature or on the internet, necessitating a unification of
such expertise in view of recent advancements in this domain. In this study, a discussion on
the features, drawbacks, constraints and future research recommendations of genetic
algorithms is presented. Genetic algorithms can explore enormous and complex areas of
potential solutions, efficiently discovering items of interest, and providing an effective
modelling approach to characterise evolutionary systems, ranging from games to economies.
But, they include high computation costs, complicated parameter setup, and critical solution
representation. Latest trends like GPU, parallel, and quantum computing, as well as the
development of sophisticated parameter control techniques and creative representation
schemes, could be important to overcoming these limitations. This compilation review
intends to familiarize users and novices in the area about genetic algorithm study, as well as
to outline prospective research directions for future work. It emphasises the possibilities for
interdisciplinary study combining genetic algorithms with innovative breakthroughs in social
sciences, open-ended evolution, artificial life, and artificial intelligence. Newer and
better constraint management strategies are required in evolutionary algorithms. Furthermore,
greater research into the use of EAs in dynamic optimization problems, optimization in noisy
and non-stationary environments, and multi-objective optimization problems (particularly
with high number of decision variables) is needed. In addition, more research into population
size adaptability in various optimization contexts is required. To handle long term issues
more effectively, new approaches should be created. The issue of constraint handling in
evolutionary algorithms is one of many topics that is yet to be resolved. Penalty methods,
methods evolving in the feasible region, methods using parallel population approaches,
methods based on the assumption of feasible individual superiority, methods using multiobjective optimization techniques, and hybrid methods are the six key categories of constraint
handling methods. All these categories are further subdivided. To properly apply constraint
handling methods in evolutionary algorithms for real-world applications, it is imperative to
address numerous queries, like whether the objective function is identified in the unfeasible
domain (else, penalization methods can't be employed); whether any optimal active
constraints available (else, all methods that depend on searching for feasible region bounds
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are meaningless); What are the features of constraints? (The techniques for linear constraints
are eliminated if any one constraint is nonlinearly uneven.) Furthermore, in real-world use of
evolutionary

algorithms with

like complexity

and

constraint

difficulty

of

handling

approaches,

implementation

decision

criterion

usually dominate

the

method's effectiveness. Because of sheer convenience, penalty methods, feasibility rules, and
stochastic ranking algorithms are widely applied in real-world applications [11]. As such,
there is no universal solution for dealing with constraints in evolutionary algorithms that can
handle real-world problems, hence research on constraint management strategies in
evolutionary algorithms for real-world applications is nevertheless a domain of interest.
Conclusion and future trends
In this work, all working principles of evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms,
genetic programming, differential evolution and evolutionary strategy are explained. These
evolutionary computational algorithmic models apply evolutionary processes to solve
complex problems. A brief survey about the study and utilization of these evolutionary
algorithms is also reviewed. The discussed algorithms offer better approximation results to
problems that would be difficult to solve using other methods. Better results are achieved
when these algorithms are used with different data sets in various data mining applications.
Of late, hybridization is becoming an evolving phenomenon in which two or more algorithms
are joined to achieve better outcomes. Numerous studies are in the process, with researchers
continuously modifying evolutionary algorithms to improve system performance. These
improvements are described for genetic algorithms in [12, 14], [15, 28] for genetic
programming, [18, 29] for differential evolution, [22, 23] for evolutionary strategies, and [25,
26] for evolutionary programming. By nature, evolutionary algorithms are stochastic. For
each run of the evolutionary algorithm, a new result is generated. As a result, the primary
goal is to verify that the outcomes created by evolutionary algorithmic procedures are
repeatable. Evolutionary algorithms could become a major topic for researchers in the future,
and expectations are becoming high for novel research problems to emerge as a result of new
evolutionary algorithms.
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